
 

         WARM WINTER  

                                                                             

Another mild winter this year 
has Lake George and Lake 
Champlain with large open 
channels and no freezing. 
According to the National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration, February was 
the second warmest of the 
past 123 years in the contigu-
ous United States, and the 
warmest ever in New York 

and 15 other states. In the 
latter half of the twentieth 
century, the spring emer-
gence of leaves, frogs, birds 
and flowers advanced in the 
Northern Hemisphere  by 2.8 
days per decade.  And as we 
go to press a late March bliz-
zard blankets the state with 
over two feet of snow. As 
unpredictable as the weather 

is with our chosen hobby, the 
weather is paramount. We 
long for those warm sunny 
days, calm waters and re-
laxation in our vintage boats 
as the new season awaits.  
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Steam bending frames is an involved process best left to professionals and only the most experienced  

amateurs. That said, everyone has to learn sometime. If this is something you really want to do, take the time 
to understand the procedure, continue with care and be prepared for a certain amount of disappointment. Not 
every piece of oak you pull from the steam box will take the bending nor will you be able to bend every frame 
on before it cools. You will figure out that steamed white oak, while amazingly flexible, is not as soft as an 
"over cooked noodle" and that you must manhandle it from the instant it is out of the box until it rests securely 
in place. If you persevere and succeed, however, you will receive for your efforts the satisfaction of creating 
or restoring a fine boat in great tradition 

The first thing to concern yourself with in this process is the steam box. If you do not have access to a good 
one and your project entails more than the bending of one or two frames, it will be necessary to build one. To 
make it sturdy use solid lumber, one-by pine is good, and make it as long as you could ever conceivably 
need. Be sure to give it an adequate inside height and width as well when choosing the boards. Give it corner 
supports of square strips and fasten it all together tightly with screws or nails to ensure a minimum of leaks. 
Place tight fitting doors on one or both ends and hang them with heavy hinges. Use a heavy strap or rubber 
bungee to keep it sealed shut. Finishing touches can include a rack on which pieces can be stacked inside 
but these are not essential. 

 

For one interesting method of generating steam refer to Allen Taube’s book The Boatwright’s Companion 
(International press). In it he gives ample instructions for building a compact electric unit using a 220 volt hot 
water heater element and common household plumbing. The unit is less than 20" long and can be attached 
to the side of the box or carried separately for on-site convenience. A more basic method, though equally 
successful and the one we use, involves a small, one-burner camp stove and a pot of water. Simply clamp a 
tight lid on the pot, connect a length of rubber hose to it with a correctly sized through fitting and connect the 
other end of the hose to the top of the box in the same manner. Then it is just a matter of finding some 
matches and making sure that there is enough water in the pot to steam the wood for a sufficient length of 
time. 

With this solid contraption, made from scratch to your own standards and for the express purpose of steam-
ing white oak frames for your boat, you should feel confident and eager to proceed. The next step is to ac-
quire some green, straight grained white oak. The wood should be green because dry wood is too brittle to 
take the stress of bending and straight grained because any grain runoff in the frame will cause the fibers to 
sheer apart without fail. Finding such lumber may be difficult but it is the only way to ensure any degree of 
success. Also, as you are collecting and cutting the frames keep in mind that the lines in the end grain should 
run as nearly for and aft with the hull as possible. They will be stronger this way and less likely to split when 
fasteners are driven into them later. 

With just a little more preparation you will be ready to begin. This must be done on the boat. Be sure every-
thing is correct and cleaned up so that nothing will hinder you while racing to slide the frames in place before 
they cool. Mark points of reference for each frame so that it will be put in the exact place it belongs the first 
time. If building a lapstrake boat and the planks are already in place or simply repairing your boat, have the 
fasteners sitting in pre drilled holes, flush with the inside of the planks so they can be driven in quickly to help 
secure the frame. If repairing a boat it may be necessary to remove a plank or two in key areas so that a 
clamp can be inserted to hold the new frame against the hull. Also realize that when repairing a boat, if the 
interior is open enough, a mold can be made into which you can bend the frame so that it can be fitted into 
the hull after it has cooled. This will allow you do a more careful job as there is no pressure to hurriedly drive 
in fastenings to hold the timber while it is hot. 
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                              STEAM BENDING      (continued) 

 

                  When everything is ready to begin, fire up your steam box and throw in some frames. They will have to cook for an hour        
      or more so take this opportunity to relax and think through every step of the process as well as you can. At the design-   
      ated time, put on some heavy gloves, open the box and quickly yank out a piece, closing the door again after it. Run to  
       the boat and hand it to a friend standing there ready to take it. He will then begin using both hands and possibly both   
       feet (I’m serious) to conform it to the shape of the hull. To do this, however he will have to exaggerate the bend some by  
       hauling down on the top of the frame to allow for a certain amount of relaxation in the fibers as they cool. As he is   
       locked in this wrestling match you should be securing the frame from the bottom up with either clamps or the fasteners 
       already in place. If, in the course of this mad dash, the wood has proved itself worthy and yourselves certain and  
       smooth enough in your actions, a strong oak frame with fair curves and without any fractures or splintering should re- 
       sult. 

       Since this is your first time though, do not be discouraged if you have missed the marks, failed to achieve an adequate 
       bend, or broken the frame. Try to learn something with each attempt that will allow for faster, more efficient execution. 

  

 

PROTECTING YOUR CLASSIC BOAT FROM OLD MAN WINTER 
 

A series of protection and safety articles provided to you by ACBS Safety Officer Goody Thomas and Hagerty Classic Insurance with the 

expert assistance from ACBS member, Gary Hutchens, owner of Torch Lake Classics. Please boat safely, store safely and prepare for the 
next boating season. 
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                              STEAM BENDING      (continued) 
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BLACK BEAN SOUP 

This American classic can be a perfect dish: big-tasting, filling, nutritious, easy and very possibly vegetarian. With their rich natural broth, 

turtle beans do not need bacon, ham or any meat ingredient to make a satisfying soup. Black bean soup recipes have a tendency to turn 
out sludgy or bland, but the trick here is to season generously, and purée sparingly. The beans should be swimming in liquid, not sitting 

in sludge: The more beans are puréed, the more starch is released into the soup. For flavor, this recipe deploys marinated chipotle chil-

ies, but a tablespoon each of ground cumin and ground coriander make a good heat-free substitute. 

      INGREDIENTS 

        1 small (7-ounce) can chipotle chilies in adobo      

·        2 tablespoons olive oil     

·        2 carrots, peeled and chopped 

·        2 onions, peeled and chopped 

·        4 garlic cloves, minced 

·        1 cup red wine 

·        2 jalapeño peppers, seeded and chopped 

·        1 pound dry black beans (do not soak) 

·        2 quarts mild vegetable or chicken stock 

·        1 tablespoon dried oregano, preferably Mexican 

·        2 bay leaves 

·        1 tablespoon kosher salt 

·        1 teaspoon ground black pepper 

·        Red wine vinegar, to taste 
 

For the pickled onions and garnishes (optional): 

·        1 small red onion, peeled and thinly sliced 

·        Freshly squeezed juice of 2 limes 

·        Salt 

·        Sour cream or Mexican crema 

·        Whole cilantro leaves 

·           Thinly sliced fresh chilies Sliced avocado 
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                                                                               PREPARATION 

STEP 1.  Empty the can of chilies into a blender or food processor. Purée until smooth, scrape into a container, and set 

aside. Put on a teakettle of water to boil, and keep hot. 

STEP 2.       In a large, heavy pot, heat olive oil over medium heat until shimmering. Add carrots, onions and garlic and 

cook, stirring, until softened but not browned, 5 to 8 minutes. 

STEP 3.       Pour in wine and let simmer until pan is almost dry and vegetables are coated. Add jalapeños and cook, stir-

ring, just until softened, 2 minutes. Push the vegetables out to the edges of the pot and dollop 2 teaspoons of chipotle 

purée in the center. Let fry for a minute and then stir together with the vegetables. 

STEP 4.       Add beans, stock, oregano and bay leaves. Stir, bring to a boil, and let boil 10 to 15 minutes. Reduce the heat 
to a simmer and cook, partly covered, stirring occasionally and adding hot water as needed to keep the soup liquid and 
runny, not sludgy. Continue cooking until beans are just softened and fragrant, 1 to 2 hours. Add salt and pepper and keep 

cooking until beans are soft. 

STEP 5.       Meanwhile, make the pickled onions, if using: In a bowl, combine sliced onions, lime juice and a sprinkling of 

salt. Let soften at room temperature until crunchy and tart, about 30 minutes. Drain and rinse with cold water. Squeeze 

dry in paper towels and refrigerate until ready to serve. If desired, chop coarsely before serving. 

STEP 6.       Adjust the texture of the soup: The goal is to combine whole beans, soft chunks and a velvety broth. Some 
beans release enough starch while cooking to produce a thick broth without puréeing. If soup seems thin, use an immer-
sion blender or blender to purée a small amount of the beans until smooth, then stir back in. Continue until desired tex-

ture is reached, keeping in mind that the soup will continue to thicken as it sits. 

STEP 7.       Heat the soup through, taste and adjust the seasonings with salt, pepper, drops of red wine vinegar and dabs 

of chipotle purée. 

STEP 8.       Serve in deep bowls, garnishing each serving with sour cream, pickled onions, cilantro leaves, sliced chilies 

and avocado as desired 

(Recipe courtesy of The New York Times) 
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TRADING DOCK                             

________________________________                                            

FOR SALE: 1930 24’ Hackercraft Dolphin Triple 

Cockpit.  283 c.i. Chevrolet engine (185 h.p.) 

refurbished 2016. Included: 2004 Searra Trailer, boat 

cover, original Continental 6 engine. $82,500. Contact 

Walt (518) 572-5029.   

Email: corvettes@westelcom.com 

____________________________________  

 

FOR SALE: Unique 1932 Chris-Craft 21’ Triple  

Cockpit featuring twin windshields with wings, wood 

steering wheel, spotlight and dual trumpet air horns. 

Full restoration including 5200 bottom in the mid 

1980’s. Exterior refinish and new upholstery 2006. 

Recent varnish on sides and decks this year. Engine is 

mid 80’s Marine Power 350 with healthy sounding 4” 

copper exhausts. Nice driver quality condition. Decent 

galvanized tandem axle trailer, (has minor fender 

damage). Asking $39,900.  Contact Kent O. Smith at 

Cutwater Boatworks  (518) 893-0010. Email: 

kos@cutwaterboatworks.com 

________________________________________ 

    

Free non-commercial classifieds for Adirondack 

Chapter members—please limit each ad to 25 words 

or less. Non-member classified ads $15 for up to six 

lines. All classified ads run three issues unless canceled. 

Businesses are requested to place display ads which 

also run three issues.  

Display Ad Rates 

Quarter Page: $120 

Eighth Page: $75 

Please contact :Tom Carmel 
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Teri Hoffman 
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(914) 248-6413  

 

veritas2@verizon.net 

www.acbs-adc.org 

 

 

 

Fourth Watch 

Questions, comments, submissions please contact the 

Editor : 

Tom Carmel 

PO Box 334 Lincolndale, NY 10540 

(914) 248-6413 

 
                                               

                                                                               

 

 

            

 

 

 

FOR SALE 25’ 1915 Speedway 

Speedabout. One of only 22 built of 

this model, the first 9 being built in 

1915. Chris Craft Model B Engine was installed in the boat in 2011. 

Boat is being sold with Searra trailer. This beautifully restored boat 

was recently (2015) the winner of the Walter J. Kincaid Memorial 

Award for “ Outstanding Preserved Historic Launch” at the Antique 

Boat Museum’s Annual Boat Show in Clayton, NY. Asking price 

$25,000.  

Contact: Jennifer Brown  St. Lawrence Restoration (315) 686-5950. 

Email: slr@boatrestoration.com                                                                                   
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      ANNUAL DINNER                                                               s the night b 

  re Christmas and o lights were all strung from boathouse     

      

 

 

The Adirondack Chapter held its annual dinner last October at “Longfellow's Restaurant” in Saratoga.  Unfortunately the dinner 

was sparsely attended and there wasn’t a voting quorum present which resulted in no new Board Members or Chapter Officers for 
2017 selected. Hopefully this will be remedied once a new Chapter Board meeting is scheduled sometime in 2017.  Pictured above 
is Kent O. Smith Jr. with longtime Chapter Secretary Steve Upham who was awarded the Kent O. Smith Award for most enthusi-
astic boater named in honor of Kent’s late father.  The President’s Cup award went to Robb Kidd for his tireless efforts in assisting 

the Chapter with the Fulton Chain Boat Show in Old Forge over the years.  Congratulations to Steve and Robb. These dedicated 
Chapter Members have devoted lots of their free time to help with various duties that make our Adirondack Chapter great. We 

salute them both and thank them for their service.  
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